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Abstract. The spheres in 3-dim Euclidean space are characterized by the

fact that they have three 1st eigenfunctions with square sum equal to a

constant.

0. Introduction. Suppose that (M, g) is an n-dim C°° compact Riemannian

manifold without boundary. The Laplacian operator acting on functions,

denoted by A, is defined by

Tj  V7    dx- dxJ

where (xx, . . ., xn) is a local coordinate system, gtJ dx{ dx} is the fundamental

tensor, (giJ) = (&,)"' and g = det(gy). It is well known that the eigenvalue

problem Am + /wp = 0 has discrete eigenvalues, we list them as

0 = n0(M) < tix(M) < fi2(M) <  p3(M) < ... .

We call /i.,(M) the ith eigenvalue and call a function satisfying A<j> 4- it.j(M)cp

= 0 an ith eigenfunction.

1. Main theorem.

Theorem 1. Suppose that M is homeomorphic to S2 and <p,, cp2, cp3, are three

first eigenfunctions such that their square sum is a constant. Then M is actually

isometric to a sphere with constant sectional curvature.

Proof. The assumption of the theorem says that

Am, + Ml(A/)<p,. = 0, 1-1,2,3,

2 <p,2 = c, c is a constant.
i

Thus,

o = a(2<p2) = 22|^,.|2+22<p,a<p,.

= 22K<P,|2-2Ml(Af)2cp2.

Then we have 2,|ci(p,|2 = cp:x(M). Again we take Laplacian of both sides of
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the above identity and obtain 2,A|rf<p,|2 = 0.

The Bochner-Lichnerowicz formula [1, p. 131] says that

i A\df\2= |Hess7l2+ (# dAf) + K<df*, df*),

where Ric denotes the Ricci curvature and df* is the vector field, naturally

corresponds to df. Therefore,

0 = 2 iA|c#,.|2= 2 |Hess <p.|2+ 2 (dv, dAtp,) + 2 Ric(^,#, dtp*)
i i i i

= 2 |Hess <p,|2- p,(M)22 <P,2+ 2 Ric(<*p,#, dtp*).
i i i

Observe that 2-dim manifolds are Einstein manifolds. Hence

2Ric(^,#,^,#) = T2W2
i i

where t denotes the sectional curvature function. Consequently,

0 = 2 |Hess (p,|2- cp,(Af )2 + tchx(M)
i

IA    I2

> 2   -y~ ~cpx(M)2+ rcpx(M) = -cpx(M)2/2 + rcpx(M).

i

Thus we have

(*) p,(A/)>2r.

Integrating ( * ) and using the Gauss-Bonnet formula, we have

(,,) Pi(-M) X area(M) > 877

where area(M) denotes the area of M.

Now we use a result of J. Hersch [3] to complete the proof. His theorem

says that if M is homeomorphic to S2, then px(M) < 87r/area(M) and

equality holds iff M is indeed isometric to a sphere with constant sectional

curvature.

2. Remarks. The proof of the theorem does not use the assumption that

there are exactly three 1st eigenfunctions with square sum equal to one.

Therefore, we have the following corollaries:

Corollary 2. Suppose that (M, g) is a 2-dim C°° compact Riemannian

manifold and there exist eigenfunctions <p,, . . . , <pm such that Atp, + p<p, = 0

and 2,<p2 equals to a constant. Then

p > 2t    and    p > 477x(^)/area(A7)

where r denotes the sectional curvature function of M.

Corollary 3. Suppose that (M, g) is a 2-dim C°° compact minimally

immersed submanifold of Sm with the induced metric. Then, area(A7)

> 2ttx(M) and the sectional curvature is bounded above by 1.

In fact, in Theorem 1, m — 3 is the only number such that there are m 1st

eigenfunctions with square sum equal to a constant. Since every nonconstant

eigenfunction must vanish somewhere, this rules out the case m = 1. m = 2 is
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not possible because by the results of [2] we have <jd,~'(0) n <p2x(0) ̂  ®

whenever A<p, + fup. = 0, i = 1, 2, u > 0. Also the results of [2] show that if

M is homeomorphic to S2, then the multiplicity of the 1st eigenfunction is at

most 3. This shows that m > 3 is not possible.
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